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Summary
Russia has 144 mln population and the fastest growth rate in disposable income in 
Europe over the past six years.

2006 is expected to see the eighth consecutive year of real GDP growth.

Fastest growing consumer/services market in Europe.

Recovery and growth propelled by prudent fiscal management of oil revenues.

Stable currency since early 2000 – full convertibility planned for early 2007.

Politically stable since early 2000.
initial focus was on the domestic political agenda

now very focused on international role in politics and economics

industrial growth model based on emergence of strategic industries

technology identified as major growth segment 

Best performing “open” stock market since 1999 – out-performing the GEM average 
every year except 2004.

$6 bln raised at international IPOs in 2005 – projected to be $20-30 bln in 2006. 
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Growth trend in economy
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Source: State Statistics Committee, Alfa Bank estimates
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Fiscal economy: Substantially improved
In 1999 Russia Inc. earned $80 mln each day from oil and gas exports. Today that figure is $500 mln.

In total, Russian companies and the federal budget have earned $500 bln from oil & gas over past 5 yrs.
1998* 2006F*

GDP, $ bln $187 bln $875 bln 8th consecutive year of growth

Growth -4.9% + 6.2%

Investment spending, y-o-y % -12.4% +9.0%

Current A/C, $ bln $21 bln $80 bln

Trade Balance, $ bln $36 bln $120 bln

Ruble/$ (y-o-y, %) -245% -1.5%

Inflation, y-o-y, % 84% 11.0%

Central Bank Reserves, $ bln $12 bln $185 bln latest (mid January)

Stabilization Fund, $ bln n/a $52 bln expected at end January 

Foreign Debt, $ bln $145 bln $85 bln after early Paris Club and IMF debt repayment

Average monthly income, $ $51 $395 real wage growth in 2005 was 12.6%

Unemployment rate 7.7% (end January)

GDP per capita, $ $1,880 $6,075

* State Statistics Committee, Central Bank, Alfa Bank estimates
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Oil is no longer as “critical”
Incremental oil price used to directly drive GDP growth…less so today

Now oil revenues above $27 p/bbl (Urals) are mainly sanitized

Swings in oil price affect Stabilization Fund rather than growth

Growth drivers are more diversified…but…

But, oil revenues are important for confidence and drive liquidity flows
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Growth is vulnerable to oil/gas
Growth is high but not exceptional compared to other oil exporting 
(Kazakhstan, Norway, et al) and developing countries (Ukraine, China, et al).

60% of budget revenues and export earnings still come from hydrocarbons.

70% of GDP dependent on oil/gasProduction efficiency remains weak
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Trend in Russian oil production
Russia’s role as a major oil producer and exporter has increased sharply since 1999.

In 1999 daily average production was just over 6 mln barrels, or 8% of the world total. In 2006 that figure is 
expected to average 9.8 mln barrels, or 11.5% of the total.

In terms of non-OPEC supply, Russia’s share has increased from 14% to 18.5%. 

Exports in 1999 equaled 2.4 mln barrels of crude plus less than 1.0 mln bbl/d of product, while in 2006 that 
figure will exceed an average of 7.0 mln barrels, including just over 2 mln barrels of refined product. 

Russia holds 9% of the world’s “proven” oil reserves (but actual amount is much higher) plus 26% of 
“proven” reserves of natural gas.

On course, eventual goal is to be a major supplier of “processed” products in oil and gas.

Daily oil production in Russia
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Political stability based on Kremlin control
Pro-Kremlin party now controls parliament (Duma) and sets legislative agenda.

Big business is now fully aware of its supporting rather than dictating role.

Kremlin’s main priority over the past five years was rebuilding strong Kremlin control –
Putin always said he would not push economic reforms until political control was secured.

Pyramid of Power (2000) Pyramid of Power (2004)

Big Business

Bureaucrats

Duma

Government

PutinBig Business

Bureaucrats

Duma

Government

Putin

Parliamentary elections in December 2007 and presidential election in March 2008

Success in 2007/2008 is “the” key priority for the current government
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Often contradictory picture 
Russia is best viewed as three distinct investment segments

1. Fiscal economy
Low risk as fiscal balances build and external debt repayments continue. 
Rating agencies continue to upgrade sovereign and corporate debt.

2. Core industries
Sluggish growth as state restructures ownership and effectively frustrates  
investment in these industries in the meantime. 

3. Consumer/Services/Real Estate
Very fast growth (20%+ p.a.) is expected to continue at a fast pace based 
on availability of liquidity, confidence and the low starting point.
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Consumer/Services

Second most attractive retail sector in emerging economies*
1. India

2. Russia

3. Ukraine

4. China

5. Slovenia

6. Latvia

7. Croatia

8. Vietnam

9. Turkey

10. Slovakia

11 Hungary

Russia represents 43% of the total value of 
the retail market in Eastern Europe – but 
spending per capita is still only $1,700 
compared to $2,600 in Czech, $2,100 in 
Hungary.

Ukraine’s per capita spending is $200.

* AT Kearney Survey
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Consumer/Services: Huge potential

Retail spending per capita*

1. US $12,000

2. Japan $9,000

3. UK $8,000

4. France $7,800

5. Spain $5,500

6. Germany $5,400

X Russia $1,711**

Value of total retail market in 2005 was 
$248 bln (45% food retailing) and 
growing at 20% p.a.

Mobile telecom operators are adding an 
average of 4 mln new users per month –
current penetration rate is over 80% 
(national average) but over 100% in major 
cities.

Media advertising market forecast at $6.0 
bln in 2006 and growing (CAGR) at 19% 
p.a. over next four years.

•Industry reviews

•** Alfa Bank estimate and Federal Statistic Service
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Russia’s regions
Retail Market size (annual) and expected growth (CAGR – five years)

Moscow $60 bln 15%

St. Petersburg $9 bln 20%

Central (ex-Moscow) $40 bln 25%

Northwest (ex-St. Pete) $15 bln 20%

South Region $30 bln 25%

Volga Region $40 bln 20%

Siberia Region $30 bln 20%

Far East Region $10 bln 16%

Urals Region $24 bln 25%

Various state and regional government estimates
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Russian banking sector
Total assets of $193 bln in mid-2004, equal to 30% of GDP

Customer loans equal 17% of GDP (retail – 3% of GDP)

Retail deposits amount to 11% of GDP

1,200+ banks still licensed in Russia

Top 100 account for over 90% of all banking business.

Delay in bank reforms has left industry unsupported and largely unchanged.
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Retail growth – but from small base
Retail loans increased by 70% in 2004, or three times the level of 2002.
Russia’s retail loans are 3% of GDP, far below levels in CEE countries.
Retail lending now accounts for 30% of consumption growth. 
Bad loans equal only 1.7% of total loans.
Official mortgage portfolio represents only $600 mln…in reality is closer to $2-3 bln.
Retail deposits still very vulnerable to “negative rumors” – e.g. June 2004.
Corporate clients worry about banks’ links to industrial groups and Oligarchs.
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Strategic industries:    Main government focus

Strategic industries are being identified and will have greater state involvement.

Government is establishing “national champions” in these industries. 

Combination of state control over big companies plus “macro level” planning 
to control and direct the development of these industries.

The ideal combination…“economics and political priorities”.

Previous promise to use natural resource wealth to push diversification in the 
economy is not being pursued with any great determination.

State will not be a hindrance to investment in non-strategic industries but will 
only selectively support active growth initiatives.
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Emergence of Economic Policy
Control State sets industrial policies and establishes strong 

direct presence in each strategic industry and with much 
greater centralization of decision making.

Commodities Basing future growth on existing high-growth industries 
and others in which Russia has a competitive advantage 
offers a “more reliable” route to sustained GDP growth.

Competition State (and state-friendly) companies will often enjoy unfair 
competitive advantages over private companies. 

Populism Retention of political power is a key priority for the Kremlin, 
and the main way to achieve this is to deliver on 
economic/social expectations – hence the need for a more 
“reliable” (controllable) growth strategy.
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Strategic Industries
Existing Growth

Oil

Gas

Metals/Minerals

Competitive Advantage
Defense related

Pulp/Paper

Aerospace/Aviation

Technology

Key Infrastructure
Electricity

Telecoms (fixed line)

Banking

Pipelines

Source: Alfa Bank Research

Auto industry’s emergence as a 
strategic industry shows how 
flexible is the industrial strategy
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Selective five-stage model

1. State sets the industrial policy – resembles macro level 
central planning.

2. State gains control over biggest/most important company 
in each industry.

3. State acts as regulator in each industry.

4. Private companies encouraged to attract strategic 
partnerships (minority %) with international majors. 

5. State works via JVs on a project-by-project basis with 
international majors, other foreign state industries and 
state-friendly companies in Russia.
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State: From “obstacle” to “driver”
During Putin’s first term there was no major interference – but equally there was no support 
for change. The government acted almost as an obstacle to change in the strategically 
important sectors over the course of Putin’s first term.

The government was not ready for change – the “control mechanisms” were not yet in place.

Now it has full control, hence it is restructuring industry ownership and that is acting as a 
major catalyst for more rapid growth.

S T A T E

P u t i n ' s  1 s t  t e r m P u t i n ' s  2 n d  t e r m

B r o a d  i n d u s t r y  b a s e
S t a t e  p o l i c i e s

S t r a t e g i c  i n d u s t r i e sT a x  r e c e i p t s

B r i c k  w a l l  o b s t a c l e G r o w t h  +  e x p a n s i o n

Source: Alfa Bank Research
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The New Industrial Model?
National Champion Industries

National Industrial Policies

In te rn a t io n a l M a jo r
o r  o th e r

s ta te  e n te rp r is e

J V

S tra te g ic
in v e s tm e n t

M a jo r  S ta te  C o m p a n y

P r iv a te  E n te rp r is e
C o m p a n y

In te rn a t io n a l
in d u s t r y  m a jo rs

In d u s t r ia l P o lic y  G u id e  R a ils

G ro w th

Source: Alfa Bank Research
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What this means for investors
Strategic industries have different growth and risk factors compared to non-state 
industries.

State controlled companies enjoy a strong competitive advantage over private companies.

Non-state companies will have to work with, or adapt to, the state’s dominant role.

Part of the problem is that the state companies (and the state itself) are still evolving their 
development strategies. That is often the main reason for investor frustrations.

For other industries there is a level playing field.

Corruption and bureaucracy problems are real,…

…but balanced with a stable environment and strong growth rates.

Technology and I.T. have been identified as key growth industries over the next 3 to 5 
years and state is already preparing to create incentives to fast track growth.
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Stock market

There are several local Russian bourses – the best known is the RTS, while 
MICEX has the largest volumes.

Most big Russian companies also trade actively on LSE or NYSE.

RTS is up 3,350% from the late 1998 low (+80% in 2005 and +20% YTD).

Total value of quoted equities is about $630 bln…top ten stocks account for 70%.

Total daily turnover has been rising steadily and now ranges between $2.5 bln and 
$3.0 bln with most recorded on local bourses.

But local investors are mainly short-term traders. Pension fund investment is still 
small.

No restrictions on foreign investor activity on local bourses (excluding small 
restrictions in Sberbank).
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Ownership of market*

Total “insiders” ** 20.9% $131 bln

Strategic investors 21.5% $135 bln

Government (including Regional) 26.5% $166 bln

Free-float 31.1% $195 bln

Total equity market 100% $627 bln

** Insiders refer to owner-managers and associated groups

Sources: DataStream, RTS, FSFM filings, Alfa Bank estimates

* Using closing prices as of January 30th 2006

Free-float was 30% in January 2003, fell to 25% in mid-2003 and is now slowly 
rising.
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Structure of equity market* 
Sector weightings

Total

Oil 39.6%

Gas 32.1%

Telecoms 7.9%

Utilities 6.2%

Metals 5.5%

Utilities 6.2%

Financials 4.8%

Consumer 2.6%

Manufacturing 1.3%

Largest equities

Gazprom $181.6 bln

LUKoil $65.7 bln

Surgutneftegaz $49.7 bln

Sberbank $28.5 bln

Sibneft $22.2 bln

Norilsk Nickel $17.6 bln

UES $20.5 bln

MTS $14.9 bln

Sistema $12.1 bln

Novolipetsk Steel $10.7 bln

VimpelCom $9.4 blnSource: DataStream, Bloomberg, Alfa Bank data

Note: Alfa Bank has a significant equity stake in VimpelCom

* As at close on January 30th 2006 ** Sibneft is 75% owned by Gazprom

Note: TNK-BP is quoted with a market cap of $46.8 bln – free float of 5%
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Medium term outlook
Overall GDP growth should stay around the 6.0% p.a. level ( +20% in consumer areas).

Budget’s oil price assumption of $40 p/bbl looks reasonable – but is likely to rise.

Foreign debt will continue to be reduced aggressively.

Inflation will be reduced to high single digits – but will remain a struggle.

Monetary policy initiatives primarily directed towards lower inflation – real ruble increase.

Full capital liberalization expected in early 2007.

Consumer credit business will continue to grow and is supported by the Central Bank plus 
capital raising in banking sector.

Relative political stability to continue beyond 2008.

WTO membership now expected in mid-2006.

No major progress is expected in administrative reforms or the fight against corruption.

Presence of state and regional governments in “business” will increase.
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Big issue: Wealth gap
Wealthiest 20% of the population accumulates 44% of total revenues, vs. 45% in 
2003.
Income gap between top 10% and bottom 10% is fifteen times.
Poorest segment of the population still receives only 6% of total income.
State provides support to 40% of the population.
“Middle Class” is defined at 20% of the population vs. a more normal 60%.

44%

23%

16%

11%

6%

5 - wealthiest 20%
4
3
2
1 - poorest 20%
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Longer term
Balance of “influence” inside the Kremlin will be very important for economic 
priorities.

Ineffective bureaucracy will remain a major problem for a long time.

State role in strategic industries is medium-term positive, but longer term there 
are clear problems and risks.

State controlled and “friendly” companies will probably benefit from the state’s 
dual role as industry “regulator” and “operator”.

No financial crisis from a low oil price, but level of growth and confidence are 
dependent on oil in particular.

Corruption…actual and perceived…is high.

Increasing wealth gap is an issue that will have to be addressed – or it will be 
de-stabilizing.

Demographics is a disaster already happening.
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Russia’s Key Numbers
1998    1999    2000    2001    2002    2003        2004   2005 2006F

GDP $ bln 268        187         251        312        355         433  580        740 875       

y-o-y, %   -4.9         6.4         10.0         5.1        4.7          7.3 7.1          6.4          6.2

Industrial prod. % y-o-y -6.2       10.2         11.1        4.9         4.0          7.3 6.1          4.0 4.3          

Fixed investment, % y-o-y -12.0        5.3         17.7        8.7         2.6        12.5 10.8         9.0 7.0

Current account, $ bln 1.0       20.8        46.3       34.8       29.8       35.8  60.0        46.0          80

Trade balance, $ bln 17.1       35.8        60.7       49.6       46.6       60.4   87.0      76.0      120.0

Capital Flight, $ bln -22         -28          -25        -22         -12            -15          -17         -18

Ruble/$1 rate, year-end 20.7        27.1       28.1        30.1      31.8        29.5   27.7       28.1        28.4  

Exchange rate, % y-o-y change 245        31.0         3.7          7.4       5.4         -7.2            -4.5        -1.1        -1.1

CPI, % change y-o-y 84.5        36.5       20.2        18.6     15.0         12.0   11.7      11.0         11.0      

CBR reserves, $ bln 2.2         12.5       28.0        36.6     47.7         76.9  124.5    170.0         230

Foreign debt, $ bln 148          145      144          135     122           112   98         85           78

% of GDP 54.8         77.4     57.1         43.4 34.4          25.9          16.9        11.5        8.9

Oil Price - Brent $ p/bbl                                 13.1         18.2 28.9         24.7    25.2         28.8           38.2      55.0         50.0

- Urals $ p/bbl 11.8         17.3 26.5         22.9    23.0         27.2           34.2       51.5         46.5        
Population ‘mln 146.3        145.9   145.5       145.3   145.2       144.7        143.5      143.0      142.5

GDP per capita  US $ 1,831        1,282   1,725        2,140  2,445       2,992       4,042       5,175      6,140

Source: Government agencies and Alfa Bank estimates
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required to pay more. Foreign currency denominated securities are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an adverse effect on the value or the price of, or income 
derived from, investments in them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which are influenced by foreign currencies, effectively assume currency risk.
Investing in Russia and Russian securities involves a high degree of risk and investors should perform their own investigation and due diligence before investing in such 

securities. Investors should consult with their own professional advisors as to the risks involved in making such a purchase. Alfa Bank, Alfa Securities and their associated companies 
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